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About This Game

Visit a quiet town in the Peruvian desert at night searching for spirits and taking photos, then sharing these pictures with locals
who free-associate based on them. This game is based on time I spent with a brujo in the desert suburb of Cachiche, a town that

was founded by witches during the Peruvian Inquisition. Here descendants of witches still live and continue to practice
traditional healing and fortune-telling.

FEATURES

Explore a 3D world with ambient sounds, voices and textures from the Peruvian desert, a living environment at night.

Use your photography as a means of conversing with non-player characters, revealing what they see as well as what they
imagine.

See yourself as an outsider, lurking in alleys, eavesdropping on conversations, going where you're not supposed to go.

Watch the forces of tourism at work and the conflicts rumbling beneath the surface of a small town.

Discover that your camera is not just a passive recorder, but that its act of observation can change the environment.

Complete progressively more abstract quests and delusional journal entries.
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Export and share your photos.
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1000 heads among the trees

10\/10, adds some amazing features and the Paladin class (which is seriously powerful- Nerf beckoningly so). Very Funny story,
has more than one ending. I love it well worth the money. Highly recomend.. Toast Time is the perfect game for the break(fast
XD). It makes fun even if it is so simple. You play Terry the toaster and you must guard a clock from enemys - thats it. Your
weapons are lot of kinds of breads\u00b4n Toasts which make other kinds of dmg than the other.

Simple
Funny
pretty low price of this kind of fun

Worth the price. :3. i love this game is god dam amzaing there are times where i was like wtf but in the end of charpter one i
wanted to play more is that good and beautiful and i love the puzzle they were hard at times but i love them. Awesome game I've
played these for many of years. No matter what, I can always go back to it and just spend hours playing.. This game truly
captured my full attention with it's relaxing and yet creepy atmosphere.
I stumpled on this randomly and i need to say i entirely enjoyed the experience.

The environment is really astonishing , despite it being nothing special at all (and somewhat expected environment for a horror
game) and this is what makes it so interesting.
The music is relaxing as well up to certain points where you shift from your relaxed state to your uneasy anxiety.
The story itself was truly something, which i was fascinated about.

It might have been a short experience but it was still very enjoyable for my taste and when i've noticed that this is one of the
first games the developer ever made so far, i've made up my mind to recommend this game and give a little support.

Thanks for the little experience i hope i will see more games off that kind from the developer.

If you enjoy games where you feel relaxed, a bit puzzled and also creeped out the next second then this is the right game for
you. Not a bad game but it doesn't have that spark that makes me want to play it.

I've played hundreds of Flash games similar to the mini-games in Hexus and the vast majority have been better: relying on the
Egyptian theme gets irritating after a while (especially in the 'Egyptian' Mahjong where I still don't know why sometimes colour
matters and sometimes it doesn't).

I find the main game tedious and far too easy (it's taken to about lv60 before I had to use any thought or powerups). You havea
little city to build and upgrade to produce the powerups for use in the main game but I'd maxed out all of them for about 30-40
lvs before I needed to touch them... which makes caring about the city very pointless. Equally being able to dress your avatar is
equally pointless as the only time you ever see that avatar is on the 'dress' screen.

Overall I'd say Hexus is a nice idea that nearly works but just doesn't quick click together. Might be worth picking up cheap in a
sale but finding flash games on the internet is probably going to be more rewarding.
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Fast paced, addictive soundtrack. Pretty high difficulty.
If you enjoyed Super Hexagon, this will be the next challenge for you!. If you want a well crafted and easy to learn but hard to
master VR game, this is for you. You will solve puzzles by dragging around mirrors or laser-tubes, in order to lead lasers to their
corresponding mechanical flowers.

The whole game has different environments, while the puzzle elements are hovering in front of you. Can't quite figure out what
to do next? Look up, see a big translucent whale flying in the sky. Relax, listen to the great soundtrack. Then step back to see all
puzzle elements, right there in front of you. Aha! Got it! Drag this tube there, that mirror there and voil\u00e1: Puzzle solved!

This game even ships with a level editor, which the developer used to create the actual levels. You've got full control to build
whatever puzzle you can imagine! The editor is not yet finished and the developer wants to make it more accessible in the
future, even add easy sharing of puzzles. But after some trial and error, you will get the hang of it.

It still feels a little edgy in the menus, but hey: It's VR, this whole platform is still in the early stages of development. I'm sure
we will see improvements on that.

Overall: I recommend this game, because it is a fun and rewarding puzzler, with a very relaxing atmosphere.. its a fantastic game
i just cant recommend it due to performance issues
. Great Expansion! Finally with voice acting!. This game dips its toes in the horror genre, there's a few jumpscares and blood
splatters but overall it's a pretty casual horror-mystery game. Check out my walkthrough of the game: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9OTMbPzpnc. Great game! Necropolis is the best!
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